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African Security
African Armored
Vehicle Market
The global armored vehicle market size was valued
at USD 25.5 billion in 2018 and is expected to exhibit
a CAGR of 5.4% from 2019 to 2025. The market has
witnessed considerable growth owing to increasing
focus on safeguarding soldiers from external and
internal threats. Growing awareness about
commercial security is also expected to drive
demand for various armored vehicles over the
forecast period.
In Africa, security threats are increasing the defence
budgets of African countries. Unprecedented
domestic and regional security threats are
challenging many African states. The region’s
balance of military power between state and
insurgency appears to be shifting often in favor of
the latter, and African states are deploying their
forces beyond their borders more frequently.
Multilateral collaboration international institution
such as North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO),
European Union and the African Union to counter
terrorism and maintain peace is also expected to
favor market growth. The market is also anticipated
to be driven by various governments opting for the
latest machinery to counter emergencies caused by
insurgencies and militant attacks. Moreover,
increasing communal riots and organized crimes in
regions such as Middle East and Africa as well as
Asia Pacific are expected to drive market demand.
The defense armored vehicle market includes
armored personnel carrier (APC), infantry fighting
vehicle (IFV), light protected vehicle (LPV), mineresistant ambush protected (MRAP), and tactical
vehicles.
Key players in the market include NEXTER; BAE
Systems; General Dynamics Corporation; INKAS
Armored Vehicle Manufacturing; International
Armored Group; MILKOR; IVECO; Krauss-Maffei
Wegmann GmbH & Co. (KMW); Lockheed Martin
Corporation; OTOKAR.; Nurol Makina.; Navistar,
Inc.; Oshkosh Defense, LLC; Rheinmetall AG;
STAT, Inc.; Textron, Inc.; PARAMOUNT.
In November 2019 the Nigerian Army has ordered
28 Ezugwu armoured personnel carriers for
counter-terrorism/insurgency missions, a month
after the vehicle was unveiled by the Defence
Industries Corporation of Nigeria (DICON).
The Ghanaian Army has recently acquired the
Turkish-built Cobra and Cobra II armored vehicles.
Algeria has announced plans to start producing the
Boxer Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV) under license
by the end of 2020.
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The US State Department cleared the sale to
Morocco of 25 of BAE Systems’ M88 recovery
vehicles for a total cost of $239.4 million
The Egyptian military is to start receiving locallyproduced
mine-resistant,
ambush-protected
(MRAP) armored vehicles.
MSPV Supplied Armoured Vehicles to Kenya
Military, Defense & Securities Forces to perform
homeland security, convoy, peacekeeping; border
security and Anti- Terrorism operations.
The Senegalese army operates 4x4 military
armored vehicles called Ejder Yalcin produced by
Turkish defense industry.
In 2019 the South African company Bruisertech Pty
(Ltd) has launched its new Bruiser 112 armoured
personnel carrier (APC) on the world market. The
vehicle has been designed to be cost effective,
rugged and easy to transport.
Kazakhstan Paramount Engineering (KPE), a joint
venture between the global aerospace and
technology business Paramount Group and
Kazakhstan partners, has signed an agreement with
the Ministry of Industry and Infrastructural
Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan to
supply the Eurasian nation’s Ministry of Defence
with a new batch of 4x4 Arlan armoured vehicles to
be delivered in 2021.
BMC, one of Turkey's leading defense contractors,
is set to produce armored vehicles for Tunisia as
part of a recent deal with the country's Interior
Ministry. The contract was signed after the Turkish
land vehicle manufacturer won the International
Armored Vehicle Tender for the production of a total
of nine 4x4 Medium Class Multi-Purpose Armored
Vehicles (MPAVs).
MSPV Supplied Armoured Military Vehicles to
Liberia Defense & Securities Forces to perform
homeland security, convoy, peacekeeping; border
patrol and Antiterrorism operations.
The Uganda People’s Defence Forces (UPDF)
made a significant leap forward in the use of
technology, moving away from soldiers walking long
distances in pursuit of an enemy to manufacturing
and assembling armoured vehicles.
Navistar Defence has been awarded a $26 million
contract to supply 6×6 transport and recovery trucks
to Somalia, which will receive the vehicles by the
end of 2022.
The army of Burkina Faso has taken delivery of
several Shrek-M mine detection and disposal
vehicles from Ukraine’s AutoKrAZ.

Nexter,

european leader in land defense systems, is a major reference in armored combat and artillery
systems, and in the ammunition field. Architect and system integrator, Nexter designs innovative
solutions in the land, air and sea components, in order to provide the French and foreign armed
forces with a decisive operational advantage.
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African Army Chiefs
COMMITTEE ON DEFENCE WELCOMES THE
APPOINTMENT OF THE NEW CHIEF OF THE
SA ARMY

units, teamwork and the importance of being endstate driven.
The Chairperson of the committee, Mr Cyril Xaba
said: “The appointment comes at a crucial time for
the country, in light of the current challenges due to
COVID-19 and the pivotal role of the SANDF in
enforcing the lock-down measures.”
Furthermore, Mr Xaba said: “The vast experience
he gained from the positions he held as a tutor for
the basic education in Quibaxe camp 13 in Angola
in the 80s, the Company Commander at 3 South
African Infantry Battalion from 1996 – 1997 and as
General Officer Commanding South African Military
Academy from 2012 -2017 places him in an ideal
position for this appointment.”

The Portfolio Committee on Defence and Military
Veterans welcomes the appointment of the new
Chief of the South African Army, Lt Gen Lawrence
Mbatha, Friday, 10 April 2020
Lt Gen Mbatha has a long list of qualifications which
date back to 1987 when he completed his first
Commanders course in Angola. Additional to that, Lt
gen Mbatha also completed an Urban Fighting
Instructor’s Course in East Germany in 1988, a
Senior Command and Joint Staff Course at
Shrivenham College in the United King (UK) and a
certificate in Strategic Leadership from the Defence
Academy Cranefield University in the UK.
His long list of appointments and positions include
being a member of the Politics and Research
Department of MK ANC in Ngoma-Uganda from
1989 to 1990 and MK Regional Commander of the
Northern Cape from 1991 to 1994.
Following the integration of the armies of the
liberation movements and the South African
Defence Force into the South African National
Defence Force in 1994, Lt Gen Mbatha was
appointed as a Provincial Integration Officer (MK)
and SO2 Operations as part of the Ops Room
Northern Cape Command.
Before his new appointment, Lt Gen Mbatha held
the position of General Officer Commanding
Training Command, the unit responsible for
Education, Training and Development. It was at this
unit where Lt Gen Mbatha highlighted the
importance of mutual support and respect between

Lt Gen Mbatha replaces the former Chief of the
SANDF, Lieutenant General Thabiso Mokhosi who
sadly passed away in December 2019. “These are
some big shoes to fill, but we are confident that Lt
Gen Mbatha has the experience, the wisdom and
the courage to steer our troops and our country in
the right direction,” added Mr Xaba.The committee
congratulates Lt Gen Mbatha on his appointment
and wishes him well in this key position.
Chief of Nigerian Army Staff (COAS)
Lieutenant General Tukur Yusufu Buratai
present to media country’s security risks
In so doing, please bear in mind that the Nigerian
Army is right now deeply engaged in fighting
terrorism and insurgency and ensuring security in
almost all the 36 States of the Federation and the
Federal Capital Territory. Like the rest of other
sectors of the country, we do not have all the
resources required to do as we wish. There is no
doubt, the government is doing all it could to ensure
that we are well trained, equipped to carry out our
duties. However, considering that we are in a state
of war, there is need to further enhance the funding
of the military. You should always remember that
while the rest of us sleep-in air-conditioned rooms,
with all the comfort, the soldiers are out there
ensuring that nothing untoward happens to us. The
institution that does this deserves the total support
of the media and all Nigerians. The Nigerian Army
has been involved in various Internal Security
Operations in this country. This results in closer
interaction with the public which in turn affects
professionalism and our relationship with members
of the public. We appreciate the public’s continued
support, encouragement and understanding as we
deal with the myriads of security challenges in this
country.
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We also noted that most of the security problems we
are confronted with in this country are associated
with misinformation. Therefore, we have a great
task of educating and enlightening the members of
the public on the true situations, as the more
enlightened a society is, the more it understands its
roles and contributes positively towards an
enhanced national security and development.
The war against terrorism and insurgency need to
be viewed and reported as it is; war between the
Federal Republic of Nigeria and terrorists and
criminals, not Nigerian Army versus the Boko
Haram terrorists. We are carrying out these
operations on behalf of the Nigerian State and the
people. Therefore, we should enlighten the people
to enable them understand, support our efforts and
appreciate our sacrifices.
Τhe Nigerian Army, like every other human system
or institution, is not, and cannot be perfect. Indeed,
there were instances of observed gaps. For
instance, when I took over command, I realized the
need for an enhanced civil-military relation, hence
our concerted efforts at strengthening the
Department of Civil-Military Affairs through the
establishment of Human Rights desk. We have also
improved on our military justice system and do not
spare any officer or soldier found culpable of human
rights abuses and other offenses. I have ordered the
constitution of General Court Martial to try various
acts of indiscipline and other offenses at Operation
LAFIYA DOLE, 2 Division, 81 Division, 82 Division
and Army Headquarters Garrison. We have also
created new formations and training institutions to
enhance operational capacity and professional
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efficiency. Mindful of the fact that you have been
doing commendably well, I must however challenge
you to consider the fact that in everything we do, the
preservation of Nigeria as one indivisible and united
corporate entity should be our topmost goal.
Terrorists thrive in publicity. In countries like Turkey,
even though the relationship between government
and the media has been rather adversarial, the
media helps the government and the country’s
armed forces by according little or no voice to
terrorists and divisive elements. This understanding
exists in Pakistan and a host of other countries
experiencing the scourge of terrorism and
insurgency. Although, I am not in any way
advocating for gagging of the media, far from it! The
noble profession of journalism as a conscience of
the society should partner with the Nigerian Army to
ensure the enemies of the nation are kept at bay,
and not in any way encouraged through our
reportage to continue their dastardly acts on our
citizens and residents in this country.
At this juncture, I must clearly say that nobody loves
Nigeria more than we do; therefore, we have been
doing our best in the discharge of our constitutional
duties, respecting extant rules. It is therefore
preposterous for Non-Governmental Organizations
such as Amnesty International to consistently be
undermining our reputation and demoralizing our
troops through consistent and unfounded
allegations of human rights abuses. There is no
doubt the organization cannot do what it is doing in
Nigeria in many other sovereign countries. There
are several instances of unprofessional and
negative conducts of Amnesty International
members of staff in Nigeria such as collaboration
with Islamic Movement in Nigeria. I want to assure
you that under my leadership, the Nigerian Army
would continue to be professional and apolitical.
Therefore, the Nigerian Army I command will not
allow itself to be dragged into politics of any kind.
Major Gen. Oppong-Peprah appointed as
the new Chief of Ghana Army Staff
President Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo has
appointed Major General Thomas Oppong-Peprah,
currently Chief of Staff at General Headquarters of
the Ghana Armed Forces, as the new Chief of Army
Staff.
A statement signed by the Director of
Communications at the Presidency, Eugene Arhin,
stated that “following the completion of the tour of
duty and subsequent retirement from the Ghana
Armed Forces of Major General William Ayamdo,
the Chief of Army Staff, the President of the
Republic, Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo-Addo, has, in
consultation with the Council of State, appointed
Major General Thomas Oppong-Peprah, currently
Chief of Staff at General Headquarters of the Ghana
Armed Forces, as the new Chief of Army Staff,
effective Tuesday, 18th February, 2020.”
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Major General Thomas Oppong-Peprah was
commissioned into the Ghana Armed Forces in
1986 as part of Regular Career Course 26 and was
posted to the Armour Recognisance Regiment.

His civil educational qualifications include a Master
of Arts in International Security and Strategy from
Kings College, London ( 2013 – 2014) and an
Executive Master of Business Administration
(Human Resource Management) from University of
Ghana, Legon (2006 – 2007).
He also has a Bachelor of Science degree in
Administration (Human Resource Management)
from the University of Ghana (1999 – 2004) and a
Post-Graduate Certificate in Public Administration
from Ghana Institute of Management and Public
Administration (1998).
Major General Oppong-Peprah has undertaken
several career progressions courses. These include
Defence Studies at the Royal College of Defence
Studies, London, United Kingdom (2013 – 2014),
Senior Intelligence Course at the Joint Intelligence
Centre, Strasbourg, France (2010), Law of
Combating Terrorism at the Defence Institute of
International Legal Studies, Newport, Rhode Island,
USA (2009) and Senior Command and Staff Course
at the US Army Command and General Staff
College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, USA (20002001).
Other career progression courses undertaken are
Senior Command and Staff Course at Ghana Armed
Forces Command and Staff College, Accra (1998 –
1999), Junior Command and Staff Course at the
Command and Staff College, Kaduna, Nigeria
(1997) and Armour Officer Basic Course at the US
Army Armour School, Fort Knox, Kentucky, USA
(1996).
Appointments held in the course of his career
include Aide-de-Camp to the Chief of the Army Staff
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and Chief of the Defence Staff, Ghana Armed
Forces (1995 – 1997), Operations/Training Officer,
64 Infantry Regiment, (1999 – 2000).
He was the Commanding Officer, 64 Infantry
Regiment from 2002 to 2009, with additional
appointments as Commanding Officer, Armoured
Reconnaissance
Regiment,
(2004-2005),
Coordinator, State Transport Security (2001 – 2008)
and Instructor, Disaster Management Course, Army
Combat Training School, Teshie (2001-2005).
Other appointments held are Director, Strategic
Intelligence Assessment, Defence Intelligence
Department, General Headquarters (2009-2011),
Director Operations and Plans, Defence Industries
Department, General Headquarters (2011 – 2013),
Director Army Training (Sep 14 to Feb 16) and
Director Army Peacekeeping Operations (Feb – Jul
16) Chief Staff Officer, Army Headquarters (Jul 16 –
Feb 17).
Prior to his current appointment as the Chief of Staff
at the General Headquarters, he was the General
Officer Commanding, Southern Command of the
Ghana Army (Feb 17 – Jan 19).
In peacekeeping, he has served as Humanitarian
Officer, United Nations Assistance Mission in
Rwanda (June-December 1994), Military Observer,
United Nations Aouzou Strip Observer Group in
Libya/Chad (March-May 1994), G4 Transport and
Plans, United Nations Mission for the Referendum
in Western Sahara – 1993 and Detachment
Second-In-Command/Troop Leader, United Nations
Interim Force in Lebanon/Israel (1987, 1989, 1992)
He is a Board member of the Governing Council of
the National Disaster Management Organisation
(NADMO).
Lt. Gen/ Mohamed Farid had Iftar with
Counter-Terrorism Forces in North Sinai
Lt. Gen/ Mohamed Farid, Chief of Staff of the
Armed Forces, had Iftar with a number of
commanders, officers, non-commissioned officers
and soldiers of the Counter-Terrorism Forces in
North Sinai eating breakfast.
The Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces conveyed
the greetings and appreciation of President Abdel
Fattah El-Sisi, President of the Republic, Supreme
Commander of the Armed Forces, and General/
Mohamed Zaki, Commander-in-Chief of the Armed
Forces, Minister of Defense and Military Production,
to North Sinai fighters for their national role in
clearing the land of Sinai from the black terrorism.
Lt. Gen/ Mohamed Farid emphasized that defending
the homeland and its capabilities and protecting its
national security is the sacred mission of the Armed
Forces in which they do not underestimate under
various circumstances, praising the successful
accomplishments of the heroes and the fighters of
the Armed Forces against terrorist groups on the
land of Sinai, and commended the role that the
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Defence Forces. He has previously held araft of
Command and Staff appointments in a military
career spanning more than three decades.
In his address, Lt Gen Raria thanked the VCDF for
providing a cordial working relationship during the
tenure as Deputy Army Commander and
Commander Kenya Army respectively. The
Commander Kenya Army indicated that he would
continue building upon the foundation laid by the
VCDF.
“As Commander Kenya Army I will do everything
possible to enhance the foundation already placed
by the VCDF in the management of the Army affairs.
We will fight with whatever resources at our disposal
to protect the sovereignty of Kenya,” he added.
On his part, the VCDF said he was honoured to
have served as Army Commander for the last two
years. He thanked all Kenya Army personnel who
served under him for cooperating with him during his
tenure that saw him duly dispense his duties.

honorable sons of Sinai play In participating with the
Armed Forces and the police in restoring security,
stability and development within the beloved Sinai.
Then, Lt. Gen/ Mohamed Farid conducted a
dialogue with leaders, officers, non-commissioned
officers and soldiers, in which he listened to their
opinions and inquiries and discussed them about
anything they wanted to ask about in various fields
to unify concepts towards the various issues in light
of the Armed Forces helping the state to counter the
spread of the Corona virus, Lt. Gen/ Mohamed Farid
has also honored a number of the distinguished in
recognition of their performance, dedication and
sincerity during the past period.
In a related context, the Chief of Staff visited the
Permanent Operations Center in the sector in North
Sinai to monitor the progress of the security
operations that is implemented by the forces around
the clock to protect the homeland and preserve its
sanctuaries, as well as a number of check points
and security units on the roads and main axes in
Sinai to determine the moral condition and combat
efficiency of the members of the Armed Forces In
the areas of combating terrorist.
VCDF Lt Gen Robert Kibochi hands over
the Kenya Army Flag to Commander
Kenya Army Lt Gen Walter Raria
Koipaton
Lt Gen Raria Koipaton, who is now the 21st
Commander of the Kenya Army served as the
Deputy Army Commander for the past two years
under the stewardship of the new Vice Chief of

He thanked the soldiers currently in the operation
areas for having done a commendable job in
defeating terrorism. He reminded all present that
there is still need to increase effectiveness arising
from lessons learnt from earlier operations. He also
expressed gratitude to the Chief of the Defence
Forces for facilitating the growth of Kenya Army and
for supporting its projects geared at improving the
welfare of soldiers.
The ceremony took place under the customary
military traditions. A hand-over /take-over parade
was mounted by the 7 Kenya Rifles comprising of
both old and new guard as a way of bidding farewell
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to the outgoing and welcoming the new Commander
Kenya Army respectively.Also present during the
ceremony were the new Deputy Army Commander
Major General (Maj Gen) Thomas Chepkuto, the
new General Officer Commanding East Command
Maj Gen Ayub Matiiri, General Officer Commanding
West Command Maj Gen Benjamin Biwott,
Formation
Commanders,
Senior
Officers,
Headquarter Kenya Army Staff Officers and Service
Members.
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For his part, speaking to journalists, Jaque Raul (64)
who, until this appointment was the deputy
commander of the Army, pointed out as a priority for
his tunure the ongoing restructuring of the organ.
Major General Molefi Seikano, appointed
the Ground Forces Commander of the
Botswana Defense Force.

The Kenya Army is mandated with the defence and
protection of the sovereignty of the Republic against
land-based threats. Further it will assist and
cooperate with other authorities in situations of
emergency or disaster. Additionally, the Army may
be called upon to restore peace in any part of Kenya
affected by unrest or instability only with the
approval of the National Assembly.
Angola- President appoints new Army
commander

President João Lourenço appointed General Jaque
Raúl as Army commander, replacing fellow-general
Gouveia João de Sá Miranda.
This is after President João Lourenço, in his
capacity as commander-in-chief of the Angolan
Armed Forces, relieved the two generals from their
previous positions. Jaques Raúl was deputy Army
commander.
A press release from the President’s office says the
move follows a consultation with the National
Security Council, a Head of State’s advisor body for
military affairs.
On the occasion, the commander-in-chief of the
Angolan Armed Forces urged the newly invested
general to exercise greater commitment and
organization so the Army and armed forces at large
keep performing their duties in the best possible
way.
“We entrust you the command of this relevant
branch of the Angolan Armed Forces, believing that
thanks to the rich trajectory you have forged over
the years, you are up to perform this important
function,” said the Angolan Head of State.

The current security problems facing Africa, top of
the list is the issue of, you know, terrorism. And you
know, terrorism knows no borders. And that we
have seen terrorism [inaudible] into many losses of
life in Nigeria, Boko Haram, loss of lives by Al
Shabaab and right now the threat that we are facing
right now, especially in Southern Africa sub region,
like in Mozambique, there’s a footprint of or
indication that there’s a footprint of ISIS in
Mozambique. And given that, this is one threat that
if it is really, it can be a problem in African and it can
expand if we don’t collaborate, work together as
partners to address the problem. So, of course they
are problems of armed groups here and there, but
this sometimes leads to intrastate conflicts in African
continent. Which have many in the past, in the
contemporary world, continues to envelop our
continent. So, terrorism and other armed groups on
the African continent are the threats to peace and
security in our continent. Create partnerships and
more
partnerships,
strengthening
those
partnerships.
Sovereign challenges require a whole of
government approach, as he said. And when it
comes to terrorism, it is critical that through the
whole of government approach, we look at the root
causes and the underlying factors of which have
given credence on the rights of these terrorists
groups.
So, we have to come up with more than one line of
efforts to address the issue. That’s why the whole of
government comes through because there is an
issue of a combination of their soft power and the
hard power to address the problem.
Developing partner networks is very critical because
it promotes networking, it helps to build partner
networks and it is through the partner network that
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we can break the networks of those who are against
peace, against world peace. So for the issue again
is that no country deal with these security
challenges alone. And some public security
challenges call for all of us to partner, to work
together, to strengthen relations, to develop – to
help each other to develop capacity and capabilities.
So partnership is critical. We need a safe and
secure Africa — and the world. And it’s important
that we work with our partners and that we even
extend our partnerships so that we can address this.
Because a safe Africa, a safe and

for their professional conduct. This can be clearly
demonstrated by the number of successful
operations they have undertaken in United Nations
peace-support operations, Mozambique Campaign,
the DRC Campaign and Operation Restore Legacy
among others.

Newlly appointed Zimbabwe National
Army Commander, Lieutenant General
Edzai Absolom Chanyuka Chimonyo

Lieutenant General Chimonyo have stated he would
ensure that peace prevails in the country for the
nation’s economic growth. “Central to the execution
of my mandate will be the need to ensure continued
preservation of the country’s security in order to
create a conducive environment for investments
and business activities, professional adherence to
the ideals and values enshrined in the constitution
of Zimbabwe,” he said.

ZNA transformed into a formidable force albeit
budgetary challenges that saw him come up with
initiatives to improve members’ welfare. The Army
remained visible both at home, in the region and
beyond our region.

He called on members of the organisation to remain
disciplined and professional saying the eyes of the
nation were upon the force. “The new dispensation
expects us to behave and act professionally and
ensure that the legacy of the liberation struggle
remains the pillar of our nation.”

The ZNA is expected to take a leading role in nation
building by supporting the Government’s socioeconomic developmental programs.
Zimbabwe Defence Forces are renowned and
respected nationally, regionally and internationally

Lieutenant General Chimonyo is a hero of the
liberation struggle and has between 1980 and 2008,
held various appointments at Brigade, Army and
Defence Headquarters levels before his transfer to
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 2008, where he was
appointed Ambassador to the United Republic of
Tanzania until 2017.
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and often do or
notdefence
share them.
separately
customs, environment
– collect data
Maritime Security
in Africa
Today, Africans have another opportunity to leap
ahead in technology to protect one of their most
important areas of commerce – their coastal seas.
Africa’s maritime economy is absolutely critical to
the continent’s growth and prosperity during the
next few decades.

As a result, the same data may be collected more
than once. Maritime surveillance aims to
understand, prevent when possible and manage
comprehensibly the events and activities occurring
at sea that could affect the safety and security of
people or property.

The United Nations says that maritime zones under
Africa’s jurisdiction total about 13 million square
kilometers,
including
territorial seas,
and
approximately 6.5 million square kilometers of the
continental shelf. Two thirds of the equivalent area
of Africa’s landmass lies under the sea.

This includes law enforcement at sea, defence,
border controls, protection of the marine
environment, fishing control and the economic
interests of states.

Of the 54 African states, 38 have coastlines. Their
territorial waters usually stretch out 12 miles
(19kms) from their coast. In Africa, that affects the
Indian Ocean, Mediterranean Sea, the Red Sea and
the Atlantic. However, few states have any assets
to patrol what is rightfully their territory
Increasing maritime in security, not least terrorism,
piracy and illegal immigration, has highlighted the
need to share information more effectively and to
coordinate collective responses to security
challenges. Many useful initiatives are already
underway, such as the Regional Cooperation
Agreement on Combating Piracy and Armed
Robbery in the African continent or the Maritime
Safety and Security Information System. But there
is a need to make graduated improvements in
international coordination and integration, which are
affordable and need not be technologically difficult.
Surveillance operations in the maritime domain are
often complicated and demanding. Sometimes the
threat is invisible and the environment more than
dynamic. National authorities are responsible for
different aspects of surveillance – e.g. border
control, safety and security and fisheries control.

African navies participate in numerous. support
operations to strengthen the maritime security
system and government action at sea. Faced with
an increase in criminal (piracy, drugs trafficking) and
illicit (illegal fishing, illegal immigration, pollution)
activities, the navies ask for specific platforms
offering open-architecture and modular maritime
surveillance and intervention solutions to provide a
response to the sovereignty needs of states,
including within the context of coalition operations.
Offshore patrol vessels (OPVs) are highly versatile
ships widely used by coast guards, naval and police
forces for Economic Exclusion Zone (EEZ)
management roles, including the provision of
maritime security to coastal areas, anti-terrorist
campaigns, protection of fisheries and humanitarian
operations.
OPVs have become an increasingly popular
addition to a country's mix of maritime assets.
Besides navies, agencies that also operate patrol
vessels include marine police, customs services,
ministries of interiors and coast guards.
In the naval vessel market, OPVs are the fastest
growing segment and remain the heart of fleet
modernization programs. With squeezing defence
budgets, OPVs are welcomed as a cost-effective
solution instead of large and expensive warships
for simple patrolling duties. Since, OPVs offer
more warfare capabilities to include in a smaller
hull, developing navies started relying on OPVs
as the core of their maritime defence.
OPV’s remain the most appropriate vessels for
EEZ and basic constabulary duties and have
some simple plus points to consider in this
respect. It requires a modest level of manpower
(typically a crew of 30-40 with accommodation for
50-60) However, modest investment in capability
improvements could enable OPV’s to contribute
much more to intelligence gathering and
surveillance activities where a frigate or
submarine is not available to do so. Helicopters
and Unmanned platforms in particular will
transform the way in which OPV’s are able to
operate in this respect.

EMPOWERING
YOUR NAVAL
PERFORMANCE

Expertise, Experience, Innovation
Integrated into Your Naval Protection/Needs

F o r e s e e i n g Yo u r N a v a l N e e d s
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Air platforms maritime solutions
such
as
the
Fixed
Wing
surveillance aircraft is, provides
customers with an integrated
Aerial-Naval-Land
solution.
It
facilitates maritime and coastal
surveillance, patrol, survey of
borders and strategic assets as well
as Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
monitoring capabilities.

If OPV’s are viewed, optimized and deployed as
intelligence gathering and surveillance platforms in
the first instance, with constabulary intervention
capability in low intensity roles as a secondary role,
they could become a far more useful asset in costal
and overseas deployments.
The OPV design should be developed for maximum
operational efficiency. The vessel should be
equipped with multiple weaponry configurations
depending on the type of threat (conventional or
asymmetric): naval guns and machine guns,
surveillance radar, electronic warfare systems, etc.
The bridge should have panoramic visibility to
increases operations safety as the helicopter and
boats are clearly visible and should be equipped
with modern systems for communications, radar
surveillance and electronic warfare, integrated into
a flexible management system. This software
system merges gathered information to support
navigation and allows sharing with other vessels
and flight means.
Helicopters or drones should have the required flight
autonomy and able to send real-time images.

Integrated Maritime Surveillance is
about
providing
authorities
interested or active in maritime
surveillance
with
ways
to
Unmanned aerial systems (UAS),
or drones, as they are known
colloquially, provide a way for
African navies and coast guards to
greatly enhance maritime security
in a relatively inexpensive manner,
similar to the ways mobile telephony revolutionized
communications on the continent. Similar to the
evolution of computing power outlined by Moore’s
law tactical UAS are rapidly growing in capabilities
while decreasing in cost. Improvements in sensors,
endurance, and payload are advancing quickly. For
any solution, acquisition cost, maintainability, and
infrastructure required are key factors to be
considered. The cost per flying hour of most UAS is
negligible compared to their manned counterparts.
Today’s fixed and rotary-wing systems, whether
specifically designed for military use or for
commercial applications, can be adapted for
surveillance in a maritime environment without
much additional cost.
Maritime drones can be based ashore or on coastal
patrol vessels. One viable option for countries with
limited resources involves services contracted by
Western Partners, a model which has already been
proven in the region for other applications. Drones
are already being operated across Africa by
Africans. There are also African unmanned systems
flying surveillance missions over areas plagued by
violent extremists’ groups. exchange information
and data. Sharing data will make surveillance
cheaper and more effective.

Last but not least, OPVs should be equipped with
very high-performance rapid boats and a launch
ramp on the rear platform allowing a discrete launch
in a few minutes.
OPV's should have low fuel consumption for
allowing greater endurance for long missions, well
beyond the EEZ.
Furthermore, the integrated
innovations enable the vessel entirely suited to its
monitoring and rapid intervention missions.
International industry offers airborne surveillance
solutions, capable of achieving superior Maritime
Domain Awareness through use of its advanced
mission system and tightly integrated sensor suite.

By Dimitrios Angelopoulos M.Sc.
Advisor on Defence & Security issues
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The SHALDAG FAMILY
and the Benefits of a
Waterjet Marine
Propulsion System
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a variety of security missions, including piracy
control ‒ where high intercept speed and easy
maneuverability are crucial. SHALDAGs can
operate in remote arenas, and are recognized for
their ability to protect littoral and EEZ waters.
The Advantages of Waterjet Propulsion
Systems
Efficiency ‒ Waterjets are exceptionally efficient at
high speeds of 30÷50 knots, enabling the
SHALDAGs’ high intercept speed and high level
of performance.
Acceleration and Deceleration ‒ A waterjetequipped vessel can accelerate from zero to
maximum speed in a very short time ‒ with the
SHALDAG achieving this in under one minute.
In addition, both the stopping time as well as the
stopping distance are very short with a waterjet
system, since the flow direction can be reversed
by moving the bucket hydraulically. It should be
noted that, though a waterjet-propelled vessel
does not need a reversing gearbox, many
installations include one to enable back-flushing
the inlet duct to eliminate any foreign objects.

The use of waterjets for marine propulsion has
increased significantly in the last 40 years due to
improved design quality and performance,
recognition of waterjet advantages, and
affordability. The waterjet was selected as the
propulsion system for the all-aluminum SHALDAG
Family due to its many benefits.
The SHALDAG Family of Fast Patrol Craft:
Delivering Exceptional Performance, Efficiency,
Maneuverability & Safety
The SHALDAGs integrate today’s most
sophisticated technologies, developed by Israeli
experts to meet a wide range of real-life
challenges. These combat-proven, highperformance, all-aluminum vessels use a waterjet
propulsion system ‒ which enhances the vessels’
remarkable capabilities. As one of the fastest
FPCs, the SHALDAGs have a speed of over 45
knots in even the roughest seas, an acceleration
from zero to 40 knots in under one minute, and
exceptional maneuverability, with a turning
diameter of 150m. Due to their minimal draft, they
can operate freely in shallow waters. The
combination of their cutting-edge, lightweight
weapons with their high speed, turning flexibility,
and safety make them ideal for assisting navies,
coast guards and law enforcement authorities with

Maneuverability ‒ Vessels fitted with waterjets
do not need a rudder, since the waterjet itself is
used as a rudder, directing the thrust in the
required direction. When delicate maneuvers in
harbors or confined waterways or sideways
moves are needed, a vessel equipped with
waterjets can move in any direction, including
sideways. The waterjets allow the total thrust
vector from both waterjets to move the vessel in
any direction desired ‒ an important capability
enjoyed by the SHALDAG Family.
Appendages ‒ As a waterjet-equipped vessel, the
SHALDAG has no appendages and its draft is
minimal, making the vessel’s operation in shallow
waters safe and effective.
Engine Loading ‒ A waterjet load curve is constant
and fixed regarding the engine loading, with only
the speed of the vessel reduced with increasing
resistance, so the waterjet will not overload the
propulsion engine of a SHALDAG. At a given
power level, the rotational speed of the waterjet is
nearly constant as a function of vessel speed,
which is the main reason for the waterjet operating
at constant rotational speed at a constant power,
thus preventing engine overload.
Performance and Safety ‒ Since there are no
moving parts outside the vessel’s hull, a vessel
propelled by a waterjet can operate in shallow
waters ‒ expanding the range of SHALDAG
missions ‒ and does not endanger swimmers or
divers who may pass underneath the hull.
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Installation ‒ A stern tube or shaft seal is always
included with the delivery of any type of waterjet,
and, in many cases, the waterjet manufacturer will
include a shaft support bearing if needed ‒
simplifying the logistics.
Cavitation ‒ Waterjets have a cavitation limit and
minimum speed at a given power level, but if the
waterjet is operated according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations, there is no
danger of cavitation on the impeller of a
SHALDAG. In extreme cases, during a high-speed
turn or a sudden acceleration maneuver, there can
be a transient occurrence of cavitation. However,
in our 40 years of experience, we have never
encountered or experienced mechanical damage
to the impeller blades in any of the waterjet brands
we have used.
Underwater Noise ‒ The noise of the impeller is
reduced with a waterjet surrounded by a stator,
enabling SHALDAGs to create only minimal
underwater noise. In most cases, waterjets have 6
or even 7 blades, which, in addition to noise level,
also decreases the danger of cavitation.
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Israel Shipyards
For over 60 years, Israel Shipyards has been a
global leader in the design and construction of
cutting-edge, mission-ready, and operationallyproven naval and commercial vessels ‒ created at
its ultra-modern facilities on the Eastern
Mediterranean. Among the company’s portfolio of
solutions for seaborne interdiction and prevention
of terrorist and criminal activities including piracy
are its widely acclaimed Offshore Patrol Vessels
(OPVs) and its speedy and highly maneuverable
Law Enforcement Vessels ‒ all in active service
around the world, protecting EEZs, territorial
waters, coastlines, and rivers. The company’s
close ties to Israel’s Navy and Defense industries
provide unique advantages: access to the latest
technological advances; solutions with exceptional
fire power and unequalled survivability; and
lessons from proven counter-terror experience.
The company’s management team, made up of
former high-ranking Naval officers, is dedicated to
uncompromising quality, technological superiority,
lifetime support, and competitive pricing ‒ ensuring
customers of the competitive edge.
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Navigating the
Future of
Undersea
Autonomy –
Riptide Year-One
By combining best-in-class hydrodynamics, ultra
low power processing, and game changing new
energy technology, BAE Systems is bringing nextgeneration capability to the undersea vehicle
market.
One year after acquisition, Riptide UUVs making
waves in the industry.
One year ago, the FAST Labs™ research and
development arm of BAE Systems announced the
acquisition of Riptide Autonomous Solutions. As
stated at the time, the goal of the acquisition was
to pair Riptide’s disruptive unmanned underwater
vehicles (UUV) with our industry-leading mission
system capabilities such as autonomy, navigation,
communications, sensor processing, electronic
warfare, and more. A year in and we are already
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seeing the successful integration of the Riptide
technology making waves across the industry.
The Riptide family of UUVs includes three
offerings: the 4.875” diameter (25 lbs.) micro, the
7.5" diameter (65 to 120 lbs.) 1MP (man-portable)
unit and the 9" (9.375”) diameter (120 to 240 lbs.)
2MP. These man-portable small unmanned
vehicles are sophisticated yet simple, efficient, and
highly flexible platforms that offer performance
discriminators including being able to perform at
greater depth, at longer range, with more
endurance, and at greater speed.
“As joint all-domain operations become the
Department of Defense’s (DoD) operational norm,
there is increased need for undersea platforms
capable of integrating key payload and autonomy
technology,” said Dr. John Hogan, director of the
Sensor Processing and Exploitation group at BAE
Systems.
“In the time since the acquisition was announced,
we have made tremendous technology and
integration progress that positions us to serve our
DoD customer base as well as commercial,
research and development, and educational
organizations to affordably and expertly explore
under the sea.”
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Setting a course. Year-one of Riptide has been
focused on integration and infrastructure
milestones including the following:
New manufacturing facility – a multi-million dollar
state-of-the-art prototype and production site in
Plymouth, Massachusetts, that greatly increases
capacity for both vehicle development and
personnel focused on the Riptide product line.
Commercial pricing model – established to
streamline vehicle acquisition by employing
standard, mission-focused system configurations
that satisfy our broad customer base while
continually enhancing vehicle quality, reliability and
repeatability.
System demonstrations – within just a few months
of the acquisition, the team demonstrated an
integrated solution at the Advanced Naval
Technology Exercise, or ANTX 2019. The
demonstration paired our advanced autonomy and
radio frequency technology with the recently
acquired platform, showcasing the ease of
integration and the ability to transition previously
used air-domain technology into an undersea
application. BAE Systems’ modular open systems
architecture has the proven ability to rapidly
integrate and field new solutions across a wide
array of missions.
Product advancement – the new facility and
additional internal investments led to a number of
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product milestones including the maturing of early
prototypes into production-ready systems.
 Micro UUV – enhanced with new feature
functionality.
 1MP UUV – prototype completed.
 2MP UUV – next generation design and
prototype completed.
 Additionally, we have developed the first
prototype of our 6000 meter rated UUV.
This depth in a small UUV will allow
unparalleled flexibility and cost efficiency
by taking on missions unprecedented for
the small class of UUVs, reducing the
barriers to access the deep ocean.
Deeper, farther, faster, smarter. As development
and integration continues to evolve the product
offerings, we remain committed to the goal of
providing mission-agnostic, modular UUV designs
that can be easily modified for various
development needs. Our Riptide family of
autonomous
undersea
vehicles
brings
a
sustainable and scalable solution for developers of
autonomy and behaviors, power systems, subsea
sensors, and new payloads. Among the many
commercial and military-based uses for our UUVs
and sensor packages are seabed surveillance,
harbor
protection,
intelligence
collection,
infrastructure surveillance, oil and gas survey, and
mine countermeasures.
(Sourse-BAE Systems)
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Nigerien Air
Force's first
female pilot
adds C-130 to
repertoire
Capt. Ouma Laouali, the first female pilot in the
Nigerien Air Force, recently accomplished the next
step in her pilot career April 22, 2020, by
completing her training to become a C-130
Hercules pilot in the C-130 Formal Training Unit’s
six-month international pilot training program here
at Little Rock Air Force Base, Arkansas.
The 314th Airlift Wing, in close partnership with the
189th Airlift Wing, trains more than 1,200 students
a year. Approximately 150 of those students come
from countries around the globe to become
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combat-minded C-130 Hercules crew members.
Laouali is one of these international students and
is a pioneer in the history of her country’s air force.
According to Laouali, her interest in aviation began
as a child while chasing planes overhead,
imagining what it would be like to be in the sky.
During her 10-year career, she has flown aircraft
such as the Cessna 208 Caravan and the Diamond
DA42.
―What’s interesting about flying is to be up in the
sky like a bird, and getting to see the incredible
view that is not given to anyone else besides a
pilot,‖ Laouali said. ―There is nothing but open sky
in front of you and you see how big the world really
is.‖
Becoming a pilot proved to be no easy task for
Laouali – the pressure of setting a good example
for the women who might follow her provided a
constant reminder for her to try her hardest at
every challenge along the way.
―Becoming a pilot made me feel very proud,‖
Laouali said. ―At the same time, it put a weight on
my shoulders because I knew I had to perform at
my best for the women who will follow me. I
wanted to set a good example so they would have
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the chance to prove themselves too. I feared that if
I failed, everyone would remember that a woman
failed and people might hesitate to give another
Nigerien female pilot a chance.‖
Laouali accomplished the goals she set to achieve:
becoming the Nigerien air force Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Squadron
Operational Detachment commander — while
facing many challenges during her 2,600 flying
hours as a combat tested pilot— proving to
everyone that women are capable of doing the
same thing anyone else can, she said.
―She is a pioneer in every domain,‖ said Forces
Armées Nigeriennes Col. Amadou Moctar,
Nigerien Air Base 201 commander. ―She has been
flying with the other crew members and they don’t
look at the fact that she is a woman — she is a
pilot — performing just as a good as the others.‖
Her participation in the course marked the first time
Laouali trained with the U.S. military – learning to
be a combat-capable pilot of a C-130 Hercules.
―This is the first time I've trained on a U.S. base,‖
Laouali said. ―It has given me the opportunity to
see how the U.S. Air Force operates. The most
important part was that there were other female
pilots here. I felt like I could talk to these women
and we could share and learn from our
experiences.‖
The opportunity for the C-130 FTU to train Laouali
– along with all other international students –
strengthens our strategic and international
relationships with countries across the globe.
―We can show our commitment to our partnerships
by training together,‖ said U.S. Air Force Col.
Stephen Hodge, 314th AW commander. ―The
interoperability and the opportunities to train
together now will pay off in great dividends if we go
into a potentially hostile or contested environment
together in the future.‖
Upon completion of her training here, Laouali
brings with her the knowledge of how to employ
the C-130 Hercules as a tactical weapon with
honed abilities as a Herk pilot — moving troops
and supplies throughout the Nigerien air force’s
large area of operations, as well as assisting with
regional peacekeeping operations.
―I look forward to possibly becoming an instructor
and I am ready to grow as a C-130 pilot,‖ Laouali
said. ―I have already seen what the plane can do, l
know the plane’s full capabilities and I have the
experience to use those capabilities if they are
needed in the future.‖
Laouali hopes that this accomplishment inspires
other females to set their own goals and achieve
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them. She has always aspired to be the reason
another young girl from Niger makes their own
dreams come true — just as she did.

Nigerian Air Force
set for training on
A-29 Super Tucano
Air Force officials announced April 10 that Moody
Air Force Base will host a stateside mission to train
Nigerian Air Force pilots and maintenance
personnel on the A-29 Super Tucano aircraft.
This temporary program will fall under the 81st
Fighter Squadron, an existing A-29 Light Air
Support training squadron that currently trains
Afghan Air Force personnel. This program will
ensure the Nigerian Air Force receives the support
and training it needs to safely and effectively
employ the A-29 aircraft.
A-29 training has been conducted at Moody for the
Afghan Air Force since 2014. Mirroring training for
Afghan partners, U.S. Air Force advisors will
provide flying, aircraft maintenance, and ground
training device instructors and operators to support
training of the Nigerian forces.
The new mission is anticipated to bring
approximately 100 additional personnel to Moody,
including Nigerian military, civilians and contractors
required to support training on 12 aircraft. The
program will train an initial cadre of Nigerian
personnel, to include both maintenance personnel
and pilots, who will become instructors.
The additional A-29 aircraft, procured by the
Nigerian government, will in turn train additional
personnel on this weapons system to conduct
offensive and defensive fires operations and
reconnaissance and surveillance operations
throughout Nigeria to combat terrorism.
Under current plans, the aircraft may begin to
arrive at Moody AFB in the summer of 2020 and
the unit is planned to become fully operational in
the winter of 2021.
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logistics support. The estimated total cost is $2.3
billion.

Egypt – AH-64E
Refurbished
Apache Attack
Helicopters and
Related
Equipment and
Support
On 7 May 2020 the State Department has made a
determination approving a possible Foreign Military
Sale to the Government of Egypt to refurbish fortythree (43) AH-64E Apache attack helicopters for an
estimated cost of $2.3 billion. The Defense
Security Cooperation Agency delivered the
required certification notifying Congress of this
possible sale today.
The Government of Egypt has requested to buy
equipment to refurbish forty-three (43) AH-64E
Apache attack helicopters. This includes: eightyeight
(88)
T700-GE-701D
engines
(86
remanufactured, 2 spares); forty-seven (47)
AN/ASQ-170 Modernized Target Acquisition and
Designation Sight/AN/AAR-11 Modernized Pilot
Night Vision Sensors (MTADS/PNVS) (43
remanufactured, 2 new, 2 spares); forty-five (45)
AAR-57 Common Missile Warning Systems
(CMWS) (43 new, 2 spares); and ninety-two (92)
Embedded Global Positioning System/Inertial
Navigation Systems (EGI) (86 new, 6 spares). Also
included are AN/AVR-2B Laser Detecting Sets,
AN/APX-119 transponders, Identify Friend or Foe
(IFF), AN/APN-209 radar altimeters, AN/ARN-149
Automatic Direction Finders, UHF/VHF radio,
tactical AN/ARC-201E radio, APR-39 Radar
Warning Sets, Improved Data Modems IDM-401,
Enhanced Image Intensifiers EI2, Hellfire
launchers M299, 2.75 inch 19 tube rocket
launchers, M230 automatic guns, M230 spare gun
barrels, MT06 initiators, cartridge actuated JAU-59,
training devices, helmets, simulators, generators,
transportation, wheeled vehicles and organization
equipment, spare and repair parts, support
equipment, tools and test equipment, technical
data and publications, personnel training and
training equipment, U.S. government and
contractor engineering, technical, and logistics
support services, and other related elements of

This proposed sale will support the foreign policy
and national security of the United States by
helping to improve the security of a friendly country
that continues to be an important strategic partner
in the Middle East.
Egypt intends to use these refurbished AH-64
helicopters to modernize its armed forces to
address the shared U.S.-Egyptian interest in
countering terrorist activities emanating from the
Sinai Peninsula, which threaten Egyptian and
Israeli security and undermine regional stability.
This sale will contribute to Egypt's military goal to
update its capability while further enhancing
greater interoperability between Egypt, the U.S.,
and other allies. Egypt will have no difficulty
sustaining these refurbished aircraft.
The proposed sale will not alter the basic military
balance in the region. The principal contractors
involved in this program are the Boeing Company,
Meza, AZ, and Lockheed Martin Corporation,
Orlando, FL. There are no known offset
agreements proposed in connection with this
potential sale.
Implementation of this proposed sale will not
require the assignment of any additional U.S.
Government or contractor representatives to
Egypt. There will be no adverse impact on U.S.
defense readiness as a result of this proposed
sale. This notice of a potential sale is required by
law and does not mean the sale has been
concluded.
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U.S. delivers
specialized vehicles
to Moroccan Special
Operations Forces
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Embassy’s Office of Security Cooperation and the
Utah National Guard have established an
exceptional relationship with the MSOF since
training first began in 2017, with numerous
combined training events occurring each year in
Tifnit as well as other locations.
Col. Abderrahim Maddah, Post Commander of the
FAR Southern Zone Training Center in Tifnit, met
with the Senior Defense Official of the U.S.
Embassy, Col. Kenneth Gjone, to complete the
transfer.
“While this delivery marks the completion
of this multi-year security cooperation
project with Morocco, the military-military
relationship between our two great
countries is already strong and will
continue to grow over the coming years,”
said Gjone.
The MSOF has extensive training
experience with multiple U.S. Special
Operations units. The MSOF operators
have earned an outstanding reputation
through numerous training exercises. Most
recently, the Commander of U.S. Special
Operations Command Africa, U.S. Air
Force Brig. Gen. Dagvin Anderson, lauded
their exceptional performance during the
multinational Exercise Flintlock 2020 in
Mauritania.

The United States transferred ownership of 21
specialized vehicles to the Moroccan Forces
Armées Royale Special Operations Company
(MSOF) valued at over $1 million on May 6.
The transfer culminates three years of close
cooperation to train and equip the MSOF company
through an $18 million grant.
"It's never lost on us that in 1777, as the United
States fought for independence, Morocco emerged
as the first country to recognize our new nation,"
said U.S. Air Force Brig. Gen. Steven deMilliano,
Deputy Director, Strategy, Engagement, and
Programs Directorate, United States Africa
Command. "Our friendship, established over two
centuries ago, remains strong with Morocco, a
premiere security partner, providing regional
leadership through exercises, training programs,
and counterterrorism cooperation. This vehicle
transfer demonstrates our mutual commitment and
shared values."
This delivery of vehicles marks a critical step to
enhance the company’s capacity to conduct
special operations and internal company command
and control by the end of this year. The U.S.

The FAR and the Utah National Guard
have been strong partners through the
U.S. Department of Defense State
Partnership Program since 2003, and the
operators and support personnel of the 19th
Special Forces Group of the Utah National Guard
are proud brothers in arms with Moroccan Special
Forces.
"We applaud the professionalism, discipline, and
dedication of the Moroccan Royal Armed Forces
under the leadership of His Majesty King
Mohammed VI and Inspector General Abdelfatah
Louarak," said U.S. Ambassador to Morocco David
T. Fischer, "and we are proud to partner with
Morocco in the development of the Moroccan
Special Operations Company."
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Vehicle donation
enhances Kenya’s
capability to
combat
corruption, drug
trafficking

"We support Kenya's efforts to counter illicit activity
as they modernize security institutions,” said U.S.
Air Force Brig. Gen. Steven deMilliano, Deputy
Director for U.S. Africa Command's Strategy,
Engagement, and Programs Directorate. "This
represents just one aspect of our extensive
partnership with Kenya as we pursue a more secure
environment in support of our mutual interests."

U.S. Ambassador to Kenya Kyle McCarter delivered
10 Toyota Hilux pickup trucks to the Directorate of
Criminal Investigations (DCI) and the Ethics and
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) for use by their
investigators to combat corruption and drug
trafficking. The donation also furthers the
investigation of transnational criminal organizations,
highlighting a commitment to preserve and
strengthen the rule of law in Kenya.

Goverment through the Drug Enforcement
Administration, in establishing a Formal Vetted Unit
that was subsequently upgraded to a Sensitive
Investigative Unit, dedicated to conducting major
counter-narcotics investigations with a view to
neutralize, dismantle, and prosecute major drugs
and narcotrafficking networks at national and
international level in order to promote mutual benefit
for DEA and the National Police Service.”

“The U.S. is proud to stand alongside Kenya and
support our mutual law enforcement efforts,”
McCarter said during the handover ceremony May
29. “The important work of the DCI and EACC in
rooting out corruption and holding corrupt
individuals accountable is critical to a strong
democracy.
” The donation furthers efforts between Kenya and
the U.S. in anti-corruption and anti-drug trafficking
efforts as well as the investigation of transnational
criminal organizations, highlighting a commitment to
preserve and strengthen the rule of law in Kenya.

“The U.S. has been a great partner to the EACC
through valuable technical support, collaboration in
capacity building through staff training, and
invaluable logistical resources to boost our
efficiency, especially in cross border investigations,”
noted the statement of the EACC during the
handover. The donation was made by the U.S.
Department of Defense, U.S. Africa Command, in
coordination with the DEA and U.S. Homeland
Security Investigations.

The delivery of vehicles aims to increase and hasten
response by Kenyan investigators in difficult-toreach areas for their operational activities. The
Kenyan DCI Counter Narcotics Program statement
for the handover noted, “The DCI has immensely
benefitted from the assistance extended by the U.S.
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Milrem Robotics’
THeMIS UGV
completes first
deployment in Mali
proving its
effectiveness and
reliability
Milrem Robotics, the provider of robotic solutions
for
challenging
environments,
successfully
completed its first deployment period of its
unmanned ground vehicle, THeMIS, in operation
Barkhane in Mali. The THeMIS was initially
deployed to Mali with the Estonian Defence Forces
(EDF) during a French lead counter-terrorism
operation in April 2019. Up until April 2020, the
vehicle was regularly used during patrols by
Estonian soldiers and for transporting supplies
within their base. Altogether three Estonian
platoons utilized the vehicle during their
deployments. Partitioned urban areas can be
challenging, and one cannot always depend on
APC support. The opportunity to bring along a halfton of ammunition and water to places unreachable
with an APC added great value to patrols and
enhanced combat capability,” said Lt Col Sten
Allik, Senior Staff Officer of the Estonian Defence
Forces.
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“The THeMIS surprised us with its ability to
withstand the tough environment. The heat and
harsh terrain put the vehicle to the test; however, it
passed with ease,” Allik added.During the
deployment, the THeMIS traversed 1200 km in one
of the world’s harshest terrains of lava rock soil
and climates climbing to 50 degrees Celsius in the
shade. The UGV was operational for over 330
hours. “We collected a lot of valuable data and
feedback during the deployment and although
EDF’s experience with the THeMIS was positive,
there is always room for improvement,” said Kuldar
Väärsi, CEO of Milrem Robotics. “However, after
this experience in Mali, we are confident that the
THeMIS is more than capable of supporting
operations in extremely hot climates,” Väärsi
added.
In the future the EDF would like to utilize the
THeMIS
together
with
additional
ISR,
communication support, jamming, and remote
weapon system capabilities. “The possibility to
detect and neutralize the enemy or an explosive
device from a distance is a crucial capability. It is
easier to risk the vehicle than a human life. If we
can reduce the risk to life in combat situations, we
can increase operational speed,” Allik said. Milrem
Robotics will continue to support the EDF in
mission areas in the future and is currently
preparing for possible future deployments as early
as the end of 2020.
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U.S., Rwanda sign Status of Forces Agreement
Defence procurement scandal investigation in
Ghana
A former Coronation Street star is wanted for questioning
by police in Ghana over an alleged bribery scandal at the
heart of government.
The bribery investigation he is being sought in connection
with relates to the £50 million sale of three Airbus C-295
aircraft to the Ghanaian government between 2009 and
2015. Ghana was among more than a dozen countries
involved in a $4 billion (£3.3 billion) settlement Airbus
agreed with European and American investigators over
alleged bribes to secure the sales of its aircraft. The US
Department of Justice described the deal as the largest
ever foreign bribery settlement. After a four-year
investigation Britain’s Serious Fraud Office said in
February that Airbus had hired a close relative of a
government official in Ghana who had no aerospace
experience, paying him about €5 million (£4.4 million).
John Mahama, Ghana’s former president, is accused of
having links to a corrupt network that would receive
kickbacks during the contract tendering process.

Deployment of a small training unit of the
Security Force Assistance Brigade in Tunisia
“We’re looking at new ways to address mutual security
concerns with Tunisia, including the use of our Security
Force Assistance Brigade,” said Friday the United States
Africa Command (AFRICOM) in a statement quoting
General Stephen Townsend, commander of AFRICOM
after talking the same day by phone to Tunisian defence
minister Imed Hazgui.
According to US military websites, The Security Force
Assistance Brigades (SFAB) are “specialized units with
the core mission to conduct training, advising, assisting,
enabling and accompanying operations with allied and
partner nations”.
In a clarification issued Saturday, AFRICOM said the
Security Forces Assistance Brigade mentioned in its
Friday’s statement “refers to a small training unit as part of
a military assistance program, and in no way implies
combat military forces.”

Russian Pantsir systems neutralized in Libya
At least three Russian air defense systems taken out by
Turkey's use of its Bayraktar TB-2 armed drone. Forces
loyal to Libya's UN-recognized Government of National
Accord (GNA) parade a Pantsir air defense system truck
in the capital Tripoli on May 20, 2020, after its capture at
al-Watiya airbase. The drones, ostensibly in the hands of
the official Libyan government forces (Government of
National Accord or GNA), are actually operated by Turkish
personnel.

•

The Minister of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation, Dr. Vincent
Biruta, who signed the Agreement on
behalf of Rwanda noted that the signed
Agreement is broader than the existing
one.

Rwanda and the United States of America signed
the Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) that will
strengthen the existing good military cooperation
between the United States of America and
Rwanda.
The signing ceremony was held May 28, 2020, at
the Office of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation, in Kimihurura.The
Minister of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation, Dr Vincent Biruta, who signed the
agreement on behalf of Rwanda noted that the
signed agreement is broader than the existing one.
“This SOFA that we are signing today will be
broader than the 2005 agreement and will cover
U.S. Personnel and US contractors who may be
temporarily present in the territory of the Republic
of Rwanda in connection with ship visits, training
exercises, humanitarian activities, and other
activities as mutually agreed," he said.
On the other side, Mr. Peter Vrooman, U.S.
Ambassador to the Republic of Rwanda, said, “The
signing of this agreement marks another milestone
in strengthening the military cooperation between
our two countries which has seen a significant rise,
exemplified by the signature of the State
Partnership Program with the State of Nebraska
and its National Guard on Dec. 12, 2019,”
The signing ceremony was also witnessed by Hon.
Minister of Defence Maj Gen Albert Murasira;
Ambassador Guillaume Kavaruganda, the DirectorGeneral in charge of Europe, Americas; and
International Organisations and Maj. Gen.
Ferdinand Safari, Director-General in charge of
Policy and Strategy at the Ministry of Defence.
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French Navy Stops Libya-Bound Tanker After
Embargo Warnings
A French navy frigate hailed a tanker as it was on
its way to load refined petroleum productsfrom an
eastern Libyan port, preventing the ship from
reaching its destination and leaving itloitering
offshore for almost a week, four Western diplomats
told Bloomberg.
The French Cassard class frigate Jean-Bart was
on a European Union mission called Irini thataims
to enforce a weapons embargo on Libya and block
illicit oil sales that could finance thewarring parties
in that country’s conflict, the people said, asking
not to be named because theinformation hasn’t
been made public.
The Jean-Bart approached the Jal Laxmi tanker on
May 22 after Irini received information that it was
headed to the port of Tobruk, as part of a sale of
refined products to a company registeredin the
United Arab Emirates, the diplomats said. The
tanker did not continue on its voyage butremains in
the area, they added.
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DENEL- LOCAL VENTILATOR PROJECTS ARE
REACHING CRITICAL STAGES

Two projects to design and manufacture local ventilators
to be used for the treatment of Covid-19 patients have
reached critical stages. The design and layout phases
have been completed and simulation exercises to test the
efficacy of the projects will start soon. Project Sabela is
coordinated by the defence and technology group, Denel,
in partnership with other state-owned entities, research
bodies and specialist companies in the private sector.
Denel Dynamics, a global leader in the design and
manufacturing of advanced missile and precision-guided
weapon systems, has switched its focus to the production
of medical ventilators to support patients who will be
treated for the pandemic in public and private hospitals.
In a parallel initiative Denel Land Systems, has joined
forces with a leading university, engineering companies
and a manufacturer of world-class domestic appliances to
produce a full-function ventilator made from easy to
source materials.

Head of North Africa al-Qaeda Killed in Mali
French
Defense
Minister
Florence
Parly
announced on that Abdelmalek Droukdel, the
commander of al-Qaeda North Africa, had been
killed by French forces in northern Mali.

Danie du Toit the Group CEO of Denel says considerable
progress has been made in the design stage since Project
Sabela was launched in early April. The aim of the project
lead by Denel Dynamics is to design, develop and
manufacture a low-cost, fit-for-purpose ventilator by
utilising the skills and expertise of South African
engineers, scientists, researchers, and technicians.

@florence_parly · Jun 5, 2020 "Le 3 juin, les forces
armées françaises, avec le soutien de leurs
partenaires, ont neutralisé l’émir Al-Qaida au
Maghreb islamique (AQMI), Abdelmalek Droukdal
et plusieurs de ses proches collaborateurs, lors
d’une opération dans le nord du Mali."

“We are optimistic about the potential to produce a lowcost, entry-level ventilator that can be used by the medical
profession as the number of patients increase and the
response levels are ramped up in the coming weeks,”
says Du Toit.

Algeria offers vehicles to Malian Army
Algeria has offered Mali logistical support of 53
military vehicles, the first batch of which was
received on Wednesday at Bamako airport, the
Malian Army reported on its official website,

Senegal Air Force takes its first new KAI trainer
The Senegal Air Force has taken delivery of its first
two KAI KT-1 turboprop trainers. The agreement
for the aircraft was signed on 15 July 2016, as
announced by Korea Aerospace Industries (KAI).
Senegal has ordered four KT-1 Woong-Bee
turboprop trainer aircraft from Korea Aerospace
Industries, becoming the fifth customer for the type
and the first for Africa.

The research team has evaluated a number of solutions
proposed by companies across the world and eventually
came up with its own design, a Bi-level Positive Airway
Pressure (BiPAP) device. The team has built a prototype
BiPAP ventilator from available, off-the-shelf hardware
following an extensive period of consultation with experts
and reviews against applicable standards. This prototype
is now undergoing further testing and evaluation from
which the second design will be made that will meet the
requisite criteria for medical ventilators and can be
manufactured at scale within South Africa.
Du Toit says Denel is proud to be associated with this
local initiative and is committed to utilise the resources
and expertise used to manufacture defence products
towards a medical crisis which is spreading across the
world.
Denel Land Systems is part of a team led by Cambridge
University’s Whittle Laboratory, Cambridge Aerothermal,
Beko PLC, Prodrive UK and Defy Appliances to develop a
low-cost ventilator – the OVSI – that can be used by
patients requiring ventilation at field hospitals, during
transport, in normal hospitals and intensive care units.
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Commander Kenya Army Visit to India

Commander Kenya Army Lieutenant General Raria Koipaton
Inspects a Guard of honour at the Headquarters of the Indian Armed
Forces in Delhi India

Commander Kenya Army Lieutenant General Raria
Koipaton accompanied by other Senior Army Officers on
the 19th November 2019 visited India to discuss issues of
mutual interest pertaining Army training, innovation and
combat in furtherance of the Memorandum of
Understanding on Defence Cooperation.
The one-week visit hosted by the leadership of various
India Army’s establishments entailed presentations and
discussions including Riffle Training Centres, India
College of Military Engineering, National Defence
Academy, Armoured Corps School, Mechanised Infantry
regimental Centre, Junior Leaders School of Infantry
among others.
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Tunisia expect the delivery of the T-6C Texan
Trainer Aircraft
On October 2019, he State Department has made
a determination approving a possible Foreign
Military Sale to Tunisia for twelve (12) T-6C
Texan trainer aircraft and related equipment and
support for an estimated cost of $234 million. The
Defense Security Cooperation Agency delivered
the required certification notifying Congress of
this possible sale today. The Government of
Tunisia has requested a possible sale of twelve
(12) T-6C Texan trainer aircraft, spare engines,
cartridge actuated devices/propellant actuated
devices operational flight trainer, spare parts,
ground handling equipment, support equipment,
software delivery and support, publications and
technical documentation, clothing, textiles and
individual equipment, aircraft ferry support,
technical and logistical support services, site
surveys, minor modifications/class IV support,
personnel training and training equipment, U.S.
Government
and
contractor
engineering,
technical and logistics support services, and other
related elements of logistical and program
support. The estimated value was $234 million.

COAS INSPECTS COMBAT VEHICLES, APCS,
MRAPS U NDER CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRS IN
MAIDUGURI

Training on explosive ordinance disposal and counter
Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) was identified as key
to defeating the current asymmetric threat facing both
states.
With emphasis on IED mechanisms and neutralization
procedures, detection, disposal process and developed
infrastructure for post blast investigation.
Accordingly, a Kenya – India work force to provide
instructors to assist in curricular modernization for Kenya
army training instuitions was among the key discussions
noting Indian Army’s vast experience in asymmetric
warfare and counter terrorism as a result of operations in
Jammu, Kashmir and other troubled areas.
In the resent past Kenya – India bilateral relations have
been marked by the Indian Army Chairman Chief of staff
committee and Chief of Army Staff visit to Kenya in
December 2018 and the Assistant Chief of Defence
Forces Operations &Training visit in February 2019.

The Chief of Army Staff Lt Gen TY Buratai who is
in the North East Theatre of Operation since early
April this year leading the fight against terrorism
has inspected ongoing manufacture and
repairs/overhaul of combat vehicles including
Armoured Personnel Carriers and mine resistant
anti Ambush Protected Vehicles at the 107 Div
Equipment Support in Maimalari Barracks,
Maiduguri on Saturday the 30th of May 2020.
Gen Buratai was accompanied by the Chief of
Training and Operations (Army), Theatre
Commander Operation LAFIYA DOLE, Chief of
Logistics (Army), chief of military intelligence and
the Acting General Officer Commanding 7
Division among others. This is in continuation of
the efforts at ensuring the final defeat of Boko
Haram/ISWAP’s terrorism in Nigeria.
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The 59N6-ТЕ radar provides an operator
with the range, azimuth and altitude of
tracing targets. It is capable of detecting
objects, flying at a speed of up to 8 000
km/h at a range of up to 450 kilometers and
at an altitude of up to 200 kilometers. After
detection, it exchanges radar information
with C4I systems.

Sharp eyes
come on sale


Russia offers a state-of-the-art radar to
trace hypersonic targets

The Russian state arms trade mediator Rosoboronexport
has just
announced the 59N6-TE
mobile
threedimensional radar availability for the international
market. The radar is developed and produced by
the NNIIRT
Research Institute
of
Radio
Engineering based in Nizhny Novgorod. The system
seems to be the latest derivative of the Protivnik
(«Adversary») 59N6-E family. The Russian Armed
Forces version titled 59N6-T made its debut at the Army2019 International Forum last June.

“Today Rosoboronexport is introducing a cutting
edge radar capable of detecting effectively a wide
range of existing and future aerial targets,
including hypersonic ones. While developing the
export version of the radar, the growing role of air
defense assets for the provision of security of
states was taken into account, as well as the
needs of foreign customers in the expansion of the
reconnaissance capabilities of their air defense
units,” said Alexander Mikheev, Rosoboronexport
CEO.
The 59N6-TE mobile three-dimensional station is
an exclusively Russian-made product based on
nationally
made
elementary
base
and
components. The radar has an enhanced jamming
resistance. The 59N6-ТЕ traces targets on medium
and high altitudes, employing a decimeter
wavelength range. Apart from hypersonic targets, it
effectively detects aerodynamic and ballistic
objects.

The station has an automatic and a semiautomatic
mode
of
aerial targets’
acquisition and tracking. In a real time
mode it may simultaneously track no less
than 1 000 objects and recognize 8 classes
of targets, which includes selection of antiradar missiles to warn its own crew on
potential dangerous objects such as high
precision munitions and homing missiles.
The
radar
includes
equipment
to
determine aerial targets of the Mk-XA and ATC
RBS international recognition systems.
The 59N6-ТЕ radar set includes an antennahardware complex and an indicator post, placed on
a standard vehicle chassis of the KAMAZ6560 type. It could be mounted on a single vehicle
chassis, or deployed in a stationary version. The
radar antenna system could be also placed on a
high tower support and other installations. Besides,
the radar can be remotely operated being
deployed at a distance of up to one kilometer via
optical fiber links, and up to 15 kilometers in case
of using a radio link.
“I am confident the 59N6-ТЕ radar will take top
positions in its market segment to become an
important asset for countries which are building
national air defense systems with the account of
the world trends of air attack weapons
development. We rely on a high demand from the
Asia-Pacific and MENA regions,” added Alexander
Mikheev.
By Yuri Laskin
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The 127/64 LW
Vulcano naval gun
by Leonardo, the
most performing
gun in its market
sector
Leonardo is a world leader in the design,
development and manufacture of naval guns and
rule the category of medium calibre guns. A key
product of Leonardo’s naval business is the 127/64
LW Vulcano naval gun, a defence system useful to
meet different types of threats. The 127/64 LW
Vulcano is a state-of-the-art medium calibre gun
suitable for installation on large and medium size
ships and intended for surface fire and naval gunfire
support as main role and anti-aircraft fire as
secondary role.
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The 127/64 LW Vulcano is currently the most
modern and performing gun in its market sector. It
is currently the only one in the world able to fire the
new Vulcano 127mm Guided Long Range (GLR)
ammunition that extend the operative range of the
gun to more than 85km with metric precision, the
new Vulcano Ballistic Extended Range (BER)
ammunition ballistic rounds able to achieve up to
60km with very high muzzle velocity and great
accuracy and the new Leonardo 4AP fuse for
conventional ammunition that grants high
operational flexibility.
The rate of fire of the gun is more than 30 rds/m and
the gun may store 56 ready to fire rounds in 4 drums
that can be installed according to ship design in any
Deck granting high flexibility to match any
installation constraints. The gun is fully digital and
equipped with Built-In Test Equipment that assist
the operators at any moments. It is able to provide
support to CMS in calculating possible firing solution
for mission planning and it is equipped with a
ballistic computer.
The gun operates fully unmanned in operation
especially in case it is integrated with Leonardo
Automatic Ammunition Handling System (AAHS)
solution that allow the gun loading also during firing
and without any crew assistance. The AAHS is able
to manage at the same time both Vulcano and
conventional ammunition and may be tailored to any
ship layout according to space available and
customer requirements in terms of number of stored
rounds. The AAHS may be spread over more decks
that can be interconnected through hoists that
automatically transfer the ammunition among the
different decks.
Nowadays the 127/64 LW Vulcano is adopted by
Italian Navy, on board of FREMM and PPA frigates,
Germany Navy, on board of F125 class frigates, and
Spanish Navy that has ordered it in December 2019
for the new F110 frigates. Recently, Netherlands
ordered n. 4 127/64 LW Vulcano gun systems,
including Automatic Ammunition Handling System
as the new main gun. The 127/64 LW Vulcano gun
has also been bought by a number of non-European
navies.
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Leonardo signs a
framework
agreement for the
maintenance of
defence systems inservice with the
Danish Navy
The twenty-year agreement is worth up to 70 million
Euros and provides for an after-sales support
service and the potential future upgrade of
Denmark’s 76/62 Super Rapid Gun Mounts
The deal further consolidates Leonardo’s longstanding partnership with one of the most important
customers in the naval business
Leonardo has signed a twenty-year framework
agreement with the Danish Defence Acquisition and
Logistics Organisation (DALO) which provides for
logistics support and the possible future upgrade of
the seventeen 76/62 Super Rapid Gun Mounts
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which are in-service on the Danish Navy’s Iver
Huitfeldt Class Frigates, Thetis Class Inspection
Ships and Knud Rasmussen Class Inspection
Ships. The agreement is worth up to a total value of
70 million Euros and can be extended in line with
the needs of DALO and future budgets.
The 76/62 Super Rapid (SR) Gun Mount is a
lightweight, rapid-fire naval gun which delivers
performance and flexibility in all air defence and
anti-surface roles, particularly in an anti-missile role.
The 76/62 SR is suitable for installation on ships of
any type and class, including small naval units.
The scope of the agreement between Leonardo and
DALO ranges from basic support supplies, such as
spare parts, tools and technical logistics services,
up to gun upgrades and the provision of brand new
76/62 SR guns in their most up-to-date
configurations. The first purchase orders are
expected to be for materials necessary to maintain
operational guns and for a plan to replace all original
consoles with a new digital version.
The deal highlights Leonardo’s ability to ensure
customers to perform their mission, by offering
logistics solutions which maximise the value and
utility of its products over time. It consolidates the
Company’s partnership with DALO, one of the most
important customers in the naval defence systems
sector, a relationship which formed in the 1980s and
is projected to last long into the future.
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CİRİT Continues to
Prove Itself in the
Field
The 2.75” Laser-Guided Missile CİRİT, which has
been developed with an innovative approach by
Roketsan, is a leader in its class of products thanks
to its distinctive characteristics and performance.
Used both by the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF) and
the armies of friendly and allied nations, CİRİT has
proven its performance and effectiveness many times
in the field.
As a missile with the longest range in its class, CİRİT
can be used with different warheads in line with the
requirements of the user. These warheads can be
listed as follows:
•
•
•

High-explosive warhead;
Multipurpose warhead with anti-armor,
anti-personnel and incendiary effects;
Fragmentation warhead.

Used actively by TAF since 2011, CİRİT stands out
with the high number and type of platforms onto
which it can be integrated. Among the platforms
onto which CİRİT has been integrated since 2011
are helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft, UAVs, and land
and naval platforms, and number of these platforms
is increasing every year.
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One such platform is Roketsan’s Pedestal Mounted
CİRİT (PMC) solution. With 360° coverage and firing
capability, the PMC is capable of firing both from a
fixed position or while on the move thanks to the
stabilized remote-control missile station that can be
controlled from inside the vehicle.
Roketsan, underlines that CİRİT is capable of
meeting very different requirements: “We developed
CİRİT with the idea of creating a cost-effective
missile that can be launched from different
platforms, and it is now a leader in its class with its
8 km range. CİRİT users possess a guided missile
that can meet the various requirements of land, air
and naval forces with a single missile production
line, attracting global attention.”

Technical Specifications of CİRİT
Diameter
Length
Weight
Range
Warhead

Seeker
Engine
Types of Targets
Laser Designation

2.75” (70 mm)
1.9 m
15 kg (without Canister)
1.5 – 8 km
Multi-Purpose Warhead*
High Explosive
Fragmentation
Mid-course Guidance with MEMS*-IMU*
Terminal Guidance with SAL*
Min. Smoke Composite Solid Propellant
Light Armoured / Unarmoured Vehicles,
Infantry Laser Designation
Designators Compatible with STANAG
3733

*IMU: Inertial Measurement Unit
*Multi-Purpose Warhead: Anti Armour,
*Anti-Personnel and Incendiary
*MEMS: Micro Electro Mechanical Systems
*SAL: Semi-Active Laser Seeker
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Roketsan’s Smart
Micro Munition
Product Family
Continues to
Prove Itself in the
Field
The Smart Micro Munition product family developed
by Roketsan to meet current and future combat
requirements, consisting of MAM-L and MAM-C
versions, continues to perform as promised in
combat operations.
The Smart Micro Munition, which can be integrated
with the BAYRAKTAR TB2 Tactical and ANKA
MALE unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) in the
inventories of the Turkish Armed Forces, the
Gendarmerie General Command and the Turkish
National Police, has been successfully used in
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operations since 2016. Enhancing the efficiency of
air platforms with a low payload capacity and
particularly unmanned aerial vehicles, the Smart
Micro Munition will also enter the inventories of
friendly and allied nations starting from 2019. MAML and MAM-C outperform their rivals with not only
their technologies, but also their operational
experience.
MAM-L, with an approximate weight of 22 kg, and
MAM-C, weighing 6.5 kg, also stand out as costefficient solutions for light attack aircraft as well as
UAVs. MAM-C can be used effectively at ranges of
up to 8 km, depending on the altitude from which it
is dropped, while MAM-L’s range can be extended
up to 14 kilometers with its Inertial Navigation
System (INS) and optional Global Positioning
System (GPS) features.
With its high explosive fragmentation warhead,
MAM-L is effective against light structures,
unarmored ground vehicles, radar antennas and
soft targets like weapon pits and personnel
dispersed over a large area. In addition, targets that
can be effectively hit by the munition are diversified
by means of its anti-tank and thermobaric warhead
options. MAM-C, on the other hand, is effective
against soft targets such as personnel, unarmored
and lightly armored land vehicles, radar antennas
and weapon pits.
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Roketsan has vast experience in the integration of
its Smart Micro Munition product family with air
platforms. Roketsan can make the munition ready to
use on air platforms that have the required
infrastructure, completing all related integration
works within a few months. In the event of the
infrastructure requiring additional elements,
Roketsan offers its customers integration solutions
as well as logistical and training support.
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The precision guidance systems of both munitions,
coupled with their small size, equate to a solution
with low collateral damage. We see other countries
turning their attention to this area, as the
combination of Mini Smart Munitions and tactical
UAVs represent a more cost-effective solution than
all other capabilities within the world’s armed forces.
We will export the first lot of this product family
soon.”

Roketsan, says that they are expecting to see
significant interest in the Smart Micro Munition from
many countries: “The design and application
concept of the MAM-L and MAM-C provides its
users with the capability of effectively neutralizing
time-critical targets, particularly those that arise
during reconnaissance and surveillance missions.

Technical Specifications of MAM-L
Diameter
160 mm
Length
1m
Weight
22 kg
Range
8 km (14 km with INS*/GPS* Option)
Seeker
SAL*
Warhead Type
Tandem Effective Against Reactive Armour
High-Explosive Fragmentation
Thermobaric
Fuze
Impact Proximity
Platforms
UAVs
Light Attack A/C
Technical Specifications of MAM-C
Diameter
2.75” (70 mm)
Length
970 mm
Weight
6.5 kg
Range
8 km
Seeker
SAL
Warhead Type
Multi-Purpose Warhead
High-Explosive
Fragmentation
Platforms
UAVs
Light Attack A/C
*INS: Inertial Navigation System
*GPS: Global Positioning System
*SAL: Semi-Active Laser
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Russia deploys military
fighter aircraft to Libya


U.S. Africa Command assesses that
Moscow recently deployed military
fighter aircraft to Libya in order to
support
Russian
state-sponsored
private military contractors operating
on the ground there.
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generation jet fighters to Libya -- every step of the
way. Neither the LNA nor private military
companies can arm, operate and sustain these
fighters without state support -- support they are
getting from Russia."
Russia has employed state-sponsored Wagner in
Libya to conceal its direct role and to afford
Moscow plausible deniability of its malign actions.
U.S. Africa Command assesses Moscow's military
actions have prolonged the Libyan conflict and
exacerbated casualties and human suffering on
both sides.
“The world heard Mr. Haftar
declare he was about to
unleash a new air campaign.
That
will
be
Russian
mercenary
pilots
flying
Russian-supplied aircraft to
bomb Libyans,” Townsend
said.
U.S.
Africa
Command
assesses that Russia is not
interested in what is best for
the Libyan people but are
working to achieve their own
strategic goals instead.

U.S. Africa Command assesses that Moscow
recently deployed military fighter aircraft to Libya in
order to support Russian state-sponsored private
military contractors (PMCs) operating on the
ground there.
Russian military aircraft are likely to provide close
air support and offensive fires for the Wagner
Group PMC that is supporting the Libyan National
Army's (LNA) fight against the internationally
recognized Government of National Accord. The
Russian fighter aircraft arrived in Libya, from an
airbase in Russia, after transiting Syria where it is
assessed they were repainted to camouflage their
Russian origin.
"Russia is clearly trying to tip
the scales in its favor in Libya.
Just like I saw them doing in
Syria, they are expanding their
military footprint in Africa using
government-supported
mercenary groups like Wagner,"
said U.S. Army Gen. Stephen
Townsend, commander, U.S.
Africa Command. "For too long,
Russia has denied the full
extent of its involvement in the
ongoing Libyan conflict. Well,
there is no denying it now. We
watched as Russia flew fourth

"If Russia seizes basing on
Libya's coast, the next logical
step is they deploy permanent long-range antiaccess area denial (A2AD) capabilities," said U.S.
Air Force Gen. Jeff Harrigian, commander, U.S. Air
Forces in Europe-Air Forces Africa. "If that day
comes, it will create very real security concerns on
Europe's southern flank."
Russia’s destabilizing actions in Libya will also
exacerbate the regional instability that has driven
the migration crisis affecting Europe.
By U.S. AFRICA COMMAND PUBLIC AFFAIRS , United
States Africa Command Stuttgart, Germany May 29, 2020
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PELI Products main
goal is to support
Emergency
Services and
Military for the
current crisis
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Today, these industries are facing much greater
challenges that look vastly different from those of
just a few short months ago. By continuing to closely
collaborate with Military and Emergency Services as
well as Healthcare and Medical Device
Manufacturers, Peli continues its aforementioned
evolution by delivering innovative solutions that
meet today’s challenges in those industries.
“Being a leader means being present when it is most
needed. PELI Products’ manufacturing, which is
based in the U.S. and Germany, is unabated, with
finished goods well stocked and ready to ship to fill
urgent orders. Its production and supply chain has
not been affected by the current global situation,
and therefore, Peli is uniquely
placed to supply products to
support the professionals in
these industries so that they
may be able to focus on
attending to those most in need
and save lives during the crisis”
says Piero Marigo, Managing
Director for PELI Products.

The Manufacturer
fastly responds to
urgent needs during
this unprecedented
global period with
protective cases and
advanced portable
lighting solutions

Making medical equipment portable and
ensuring its protection during transport and
deployment is crucial under the world’s
current circumstances

Over the past 40 years Peli Products, the leader in
the design and manufacture of high-performance
protective cases, has seen a significant evolution in
its capability and capacity to research, design,
develop and manufacture world leading products.
This evolution was born out of the need to solve a
particular set of problems faced by military
personnel, first responders, law enforcement
officers and those working in the scientific and
medical industries.

Dustproof, Crushproof, and Water Resistant
Cases for First Aid supplies and Medical Kits
Now more than ever, emergency services
professionals need to count on the most reliable
equipment. Peli proudly supports healthcare
professionals by improving efficiency and ensuring
critical equipment arrives fully operational with our
versatile EMS cases and shockproof medical device
transport cases. Weighing in at under 6 kilograms
(empty) and crushproof, the Peli EMS case
minimizes strain while protecting vital medical
supplies without weighing you down. When every
second counts, you can depend on Peli™ EMS
cases to keep you moving through the harshest
terrain.
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work surface with a number of drawers of different
sizes and a sturdy field chair. This comfortable
chair includes a backrest and can be folded and
stored in the lid in seconds.
Portable emergency lights for field hospitals
and security checkpoints

Medical chests to store small tools and medical
supplies for field hospitals

Peli proudly supports emergency and military
services with quickly deployable, portable Remote
Area Lighting Systems (RALS), which are crucial
during this unprecedented time in which the world
finds itself today. Portable, silent, and lightweight,
these emergency lighting towers provide
increased performance and safer working
conditions. Portability, a long run-time and easy
setup makes them ideal for field hospitals, triage
areas, command centers and temporary shelter
lighting. Now you can keep your efforts moving
through the night.

Peli medical chests' rotationally moulded shell
keeps all your supplies dry, dust free, and secure.
There is ample storage room for all the bulk items
such as gauze, solvents, large prescription bottles
and IV fluids. First responders and emergency
services professionals can be assured that all their
medical supplies will be secure, organized and at
arms reach.

PELI™ RALS: Energy-efficient, Self-Contained
Portable Floodlights
Extremely powerful, rechargeable lighting for your
work area without the use of cables or generators.
With up to 24.000 lumens and a run time that lasts
up to 24 hours, features include multiple heads,
multi-position deployable masts with 360º rotating
heads and swappable battery.

Field desks for emergency centers in field
hospitals and security checkpoints

PELI™ 9600 LINEAR LIGHT: The First Linear
Lighting Without Dark Spots
Now it’s easy to light up field hospitals, triage areas,
and check points that stretch out over large areas
without the hassles of conventional heavyweight
light towers. The Peli™ 9600 Linear Light allows you
to connect multiple light heads from one power
source and eliminates dark spots thanks to the
specialist optics.

Portable field desks are extremely valuable during
the rapid deployment of emergency centers, field
hospitals and security checkpoints. Peli-Hardigg
field desks are lightweight and chemical-resistant
and fold into one durable shipping container to
become mobile in an instant. The field desks come
with an attachable table, providing a large and flat
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Leonardo AW159 Wildcat
helicopter conducts first
successful firings of
Thales ‘Martlet’
Lightweight Multirole
Missile (LMM)
Leonardo and Thales are proud to announce the
first successful firings of the Thales ‘Martlet’
Lightweight Multirole
Missile (LMM) from
Leonardo’s AW159 Wildcat helicopter. The firings
were conducted as part of the UK MoD’s Future
Anti-Surface
Guided
Weapon
(FASGW)
programme and demonstrated the integration of the
Martlet onto the AW159 platform. This represents a
major milestone for the programme and will enable
this high-end capability to enter service with the
Royal Navy later this year.
The firing trials were conducted from 27th April to
21st May 2020 and despite the current COVID-19
situation, Leonardo and Thales were able to support
the UK Ministry of Defence by completing this
critical activity. All of the teams involved had to
adopt strict distancing procedures, in some cases
having to find new ways of working, in order to make
sure that the trials could go ahead. It is a testimony
to the professionalism of those involved that these
trials were successfully completed under such
challenging and novel circumstances.
“This major milestone demonstrates that the
combination of the AW159 Wildcat and Martlet
missile will be a flexible and effective tool for the
Royal Navy. Next year the Wildcat fleet will embark
on Carrier Strike Group missions with HMS Queen
Elizabeth on its maiden operational deployment. As
the only British company to design and manufacture
helicopters on-shore, we’re extremely proud to be
equipping the UK Armed Forces with world-beating
sovereign capabilities.” said Nick Whitney,
Managing Director of Leonardo Helicopters (UK).
“The successful live firings of the Thales LMM
Martlet from the AW159 Wildcat is a key milestone
in the programme, delivering a significant stepchange in capability for the platform. LMM Martlet
will ensure that the Wildcat has the best-in-class
offensive capability to protect HMS Queen Elizabeth
and her task group during her maiden operational
deployment next year. With each platform capable
of carrying up to 20 Martlet, the Wildcats deployed
with the task group will be a significant deterrent to
anyone wishing to interfere with UK interests.” said
Philip McBride, General Manager, Integrated
Airspace-protection Systems, Thales UK.
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In July 2014, Leonardo signed a contract with the
UK Ministry of Defence to integrate, test and install
the MBDA Sea Venom (heavy) and Thales LMM
(light) missile systems onto Royal Navy AW159
Wildcat helicopters, a programme called Future Anti
Surface Guided Weapon (FASGW).
The FASGW (light) part of the programme has now
seen the LMM, with its associated launcher and
airborne laser guidance unit, successfully integrated
into the Leonardo AW159 Wildcat sensor, displays
and avionics systems. The LMM provides a stepchange in capability for the Royal Navy which, in the
maritime environment, faces a major challenge in
engaging smaller, fast-moving, asymmetric threats,
due to their high mobility, their small thermal and
radar signatures and the severe background clutter
encountered. The LMM is capable of surmounting
these issues where traditional electro-optic and
radar guidance systems do not provide the certainty
of hit required.
On-board the AW159 Wildcat platform, the LMM
Martlet could also allow operators to engage air
targets such as UAVs and other maritime
helicopters.
The launchers are mounted to the AW159 via the
new Leonardo Weapon Wing, developed at the
Company’s design and manufacturing facility in
Yeovil and first trialled last year. Each weapon wing
will be able to carry either ten Martlet or two Sea
Venom missiles and generates additional lift for the
helicopter in forward flight, reducing demands on
the main rotor.
The twin-engine multi-role AW159 is able to conduct
missions ranging from constabulary to high end
warfighting where it has the capability to
autonomously detect, identify and attack targets on
land and at sea, including submarine threats. The
high-performance platform has state-of-the-art
systems, including a Leonardo Seaspray multimode electronically-scanning (E-scan) radar, and
integrated electronic warfare Defensive Aids Suite
(DAS).Over 50,000 flight hours have been logged
by the helicopter. The AW159 has also been chosen
by the British Army, the Republic of Korea Navy and
the Philippine Navy as a new maritime operator of
the helicopter.
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UK Maritime and
Coastguard
Agency to get
latest radar
technology from
Leonardo
Aviation services company 2Excel, which supplies
customized Beechcraft King Air aircraft to the UK
Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA), has
contracted with Leonardo to upgrade the aircraft
with advanced new Osprey 30 E-scan radars
The MCA currently operates Leonardo’s Seaspray
7300E E-scan radar, which has proven highly
effective during search and rescue (SAR) and
border protection missions
Leonardo is a world leader in E-scan radar
technology and has pioneered its use in surveillance
radar applications. It has 30 customers
internationally including the US Navy
The UK Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA)
will upgrade to Leonardo’s latest Osprey radar to
support missions such as search and rescue, border
protection, fishery and pollution patrols. The Osprey
30 radar will be installed on-board the two
customised Beechcraft King Air aircraft provided to
the UK MCA by UK-based aviation services
company 2Excel.
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Currently, the UK MCA is operating Leonardo’s
Seaspray 7300E radar, which has been employed
to great effect in support of regular fishery and
pollution patrols around the UK. The radar comes
equipped with Leonardo’s patented small target
detection capability, allowing it to spot shipwrecked
individuals in the water at long range, even in the
most difficult environmental conditions and sea
states. Additionally, the radar provides the ability for
MCA crews to identify oil spills and rogue polluters
at very long range, day or night.
2Excel will build on this success by equipping the
MCA King Airs with Leonardo’s second generation
Osprey radar, the latest entry in its range of E-scan
surveillance radars. Osprey benefits from all of the
capabilities of the Company’s Seaspray family
whilst also adding additional modes and optimized
overland and coastal imaging capabilities. This
makes the radar ideally suited to mixed environment
operations, such as along the coast.
Traditionally, coastguard aircraft have used radars
with restricted fields of view and limited detection
capabilities, making searches laborious and
resource-intensive. Leonardo’s radars solve these
problems. The Company is a world leader in E-scan,
also known as AESA (Active ElectronicallyScanned Array) technology, which uses a matrix of
hundreds of tiny radar modules to ‘steer’ an
electronic beam, rather than mechanically moving
the radar to point at a target. With a Leonardo EScan radar, crews can lift off, scan in 360 degrees
and almost-instantaneously detect, track and
classify hundreds of maritime contacts, allowing
crews to quickly task cooperating aircraft to deeply
search an area of interest. Other E-scan
advantages include extremely high reliability, as the
radar can continue to operate effectively throughout
a mission even if a number of its individual radar
modules fail. Customers in 30 countries have
selected Leonardo’s E-scan radars including the
Seaspray and Osprey families, with the US Navy
procuring the Osprey 30 radar for its Fire Scout
unmanned helicopter programme.
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High Technology Systems
for UAV Platforms
Meteksan Defence has recently introduced its range
of mission, communication, flight and support
systems for UAVs. All of these systems have been
developed by Meteksan Defence as indigenous
products and each holds an assertive and
competitive position in the global market.
Meteksan Defence’s solutions, which are listed
below, meet the needs of UAV platform
manufacturers and end users comprehensively:
The MILSAR UAV SAR/GMTI Radar allows UAVs
to continue to provide high-resolution images even
in weather conditions where electro-optic sensors
are ineffective,
•
•
•
•
•

•

The C-Band UAV Data Link is a reliable and
secure communication solution offering a
high data-transmission speed,
The OKIS Automatic Take-off and Landing
System ensures the safe take-off and
landing of UAVs,
The Anti-Jamming GNSS eliminates
jammer signals targeting Global Positioning
Systems,
The CRA 201 and CRA 501 Radar
Altimeters provide precise altitude data,
The TMV Telemeter Transmitter enables
critical telemeter data to be transmitted
under the most challenging of conditions,
and
The Flight Control Computer, which offers
high reliability.

Some of these subsystems are already being used
in Turkey's leading platforms and projects with great
success, as well as by certain international users.
Meteksan Defence develops its UAV mission,
communication, flight and support systems based
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on the know-how gained in different projects. This
know-how offers two significant advantages: The
first one is the ability to design high-performance
and low-budget systems that offer benefits in terms
of size, weight and power consumption (SWaP).
The systems to be integrated into UAVs are
required to fit in very limited volumes, to be light and
to have very low power consumption. Meteksan
Defence has significant know-how in the
development of SWaP-restricted systems and has
already integrated such systems to various different
platforms, with great success. The SWaP feature of
Meteksan Defence’s systems allows UAVs to carry
more payload or to fly longer distances.
The second critical advantage is the resistance to
electronic warfare (EW). Today’s conflicts are often
fought with the additional burden of electronic
warfare, such as the jamming of GPS signals.
Weapon platforms and their subsystems need to be
designed in such a way that they can continue to
carry out their mission under the most challenging
of combat conditions and in the presence of heavy
EW attacks. Meteksan Defence has been working
to address this problem since its establishment and
has taken such concerns into account in all of its
designs, leading to the acquisition of unmatched
know-how in the development of such systems. The
company is applying this know-how also to the
mission, communication, flight and support systems
that were developed for unmanned vehicles.
Meteksan Defence offers solutions that make a
difference and that bring added value to these two
critical areas. Such solutions are of critical
importance for the Turkish defence and aerospace
sector in its efforts to meet the needs of friendly and
allied nations. Having no export restrictions on
either the platform or the subsystems that make up
an unmanned system, and easy adaptability to user
demands are very important qualifications. The
subsystems offered by Meteksan Defence for
platforms meet all these criteria.
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